Time Series Forecasting (TSF) is an important tool to support decision making. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are innate candidates for TSF due to advantages such as nonlinear learning and noise tolerance. However, the search for the best ANN is a complex task that highly affects the forecasting performance. In this paper, we propose a novel Sparsely connected Evolutionary ANN (SEANN), which evolves more flexible ANN structures to perform multi-step ahead forecasts. This approach is compared with a similar strategy but that only evolves fully connected ANNs (FEANN) and a conventional TSF method (i.e. ARIMA methodology). A set of six time series, from different real-world domains, was used in the comparison. Overall, the obtained results reveal the proposed SEANN approach as the best forecasting method, optimizing more simpler structures and requiring less computational effort when compared with the fully connected evolutionary ANN strategy.
INTRODUCTION
TSF has become increasingly used in areas such as agriculture, finance, management, production or sales. In this paper we adopt multilayer perceptrons ANN for TSF and a crucial issue is the design of the best forecasting model. Instead of manually tunning the ANN, one interesting approach is to perform a fully automatic ANN design based on evolutionary computation (EANN) [1] . Yet, several of these works make use of full connected structures, evolving only ANN hyperparameters, such as number of input and Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). GECCO'11, July 12-16, 2011, Dublin, Ireland. ACM 978-1-4503-0690-4/11/07. hidden nodes [3] . In contrast, the evolution of sparsely connected structures allows the search of more flexible ANN models, with the potential of achieving better forecasts with simpler models, which may contain less connections. In this paper, we propose the use of EDA, as the search engine of an EANN, in order to evolve sparsely connected multilayer perceptrons for multi-step ahead forecasting. Such approach is compared against the fully connected EDA ANN and also the popular ARIMA methodology, using several real-world time series from distinct domains. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains sparsely connected evolutionary artificial neural networks implementation. In Section 3 results and conclusions are tackled.
SPARSELY CONNECTED EANN
Miller et al. [2] identified two approaches to code the topology in a string: direct encoding scheme and indirect encoding scheme. One advantage of the direct approach, adopted by Whitley et al. [4] , is that it is easy to evolve networks with special connectivity properties. The proposed Sparsely EANN (SEANN) works as the previous FEANN [3] , except that now we can evolve more flexibly structures. To achieve this, we adopted a direct binary encoding scheme. We added a binary codification to our decimal previous one [3] , where the last binary digits (i.e. connection matrix) set which are the active connections of the model.
In Fig. 1 , it can be observed an example of how the direct binary codification works, in order to obtain the ANN connection matrix from the chromosome. In general, each matrix cell represents a valid connection between an incoming node (at the row) with the outgoing node (at the column). In the example, the third digit (b 3 = 1) sets a connection between the first input node (relative to the first time lag) and the third hidden node. The exception is the last row, which represents the connections between the hidden nodes (at the columns) and the output one (the last row). By default, the largest possible connection matrix is always set, with the dimensions Row × Col, although the real dimensions are limited by the i and h values. We have opted for this solution to set the same fixed length of the chromosome, for all the individuals. Figure 1 : Example of the process to obtain a connection matrix from a given chromosome.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Each EANN method explained in this paper (i.e. FEANN and SEANN) was executed five times for each time series and we present the mean of the five runs. The forecasted values were compared with the real ones and SMAPE error metric was computed. As a baseline comparison, we have chosen the popular forecasting tool ForecastPro c (FP). The obtained results are shown in Table 2 . An analysis to tables shows that the proposed SEANN provides in general better forecasts when compared with FEANN. The sparsely connected method outperforms the fully connected one in five cases. Also there are interesting improvements of SEANN over FEANN (e.g. a difference of 1.9, 2.8 and 3 pp for the last three series). SEANN also outperforms the popular ARIMA methodology, comparing favorable against FP in four cases. The average also ranks FEANN as the best method. Table 1 compares the characteristics of the best ANNs evolved by both EANN approaches. For each series and evolutionary method, we report the number of inputs (i or i ), hidden nodes (h or h ), total number of connections (c) and computational effort (in min). The table shows that, in general, FEANN obtains simpler ANN structures. In particular, high reduction rates were achieved for Abraham12 and Quebec series. Furthermore, SEANN is always faster than FEANN, requiring much less computation in all time series considered. The three different forecasting methods were compared over six distinct time series. Also, the obtained multi-step forecasts were analyzed under SMAPE error criteria. The results of the experiments held reveal the proposed FEANN as the best forecasting method. Moreover, when compared with FEANN, SEANN tends to favour simpler structures and requires less computational effort. An interesting future research direction is to evolve other TSF base learners, such as Support Vector Machines.
